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My name is Jay Lehr. I have been studying climate change and potentially associated sea level
changes resulting from melting ice and warming oceans for a half century. In the 1970s our
primary concern was global cooling and an advancing new ice age. Many believe that increasing
quantities of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere could result in rising levels of the sea in general
and specifically waters around New York City. There is no question that this great metropolis
should always be looking to the future to protect the city from the impacts of weather, storms and
storm surges, and all else that could affect its infrastructure and the safety of its citizens. I am
here, however, to inform you that you can afford simple solutions to be prepared for all such
uncertainties. There is no evidence whatever to support impending sea-level-rise catastrophe or
the unnecessary expenditure of state or federal tax monies to solve a problem that does not exist.
The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has updated its coastal
sea level tide gauge data which continue to show no evidence of accelerating sea level rise.
These measurements include tide gauge data at coastal locations along the West Coast, East
Coast, Gulf Coast, Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, as well as seven
Pacific Island groups and six Atlantic Island groups, comprising more than 200 measurement
stations.
The longest NOAA tide gauge record on coastal sea level rise measurements is right here in New
York at the Battery, with its 160-year record which is shown below with a steady rate of sea
level rise of 11 inches per century. A slightly slower rate of sea level rise occurs at nearby Kings
Point, New York, whose 80-year record also appears below.
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Tidal gauges at the Battery
(https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/sltrends_station.shtml?id=8518750) and Kings Point
(https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/sltrends_station.shtml?id=8516945) show sea level
rising at a pace of 11 inches per century (https://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/sltrends/). Both
locations show a steady pace of increase, with the same pace of increase holding steady despite
periods of relatively rapid temperatures increase and periods of cooling. The Battery
measurements date back to 1855, showing the same pace of sea level rise well before the
existence of coal power plants and SUVs.

NOAA data provide assessments with a 95% confidence level at all measured locations which
demonstrate the consistent behavior of location-specific sea level rise over time. The 2016
updated NOAA tide gauge data include four long-term periods between 92 and 119 years for
California coastal locations at San Diego, La Jolla, Los Angeles and San Francisco. The actual
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measured
d steady ratees of sea leveel rise at thesse locations vary betweeen four inchees and nine
inches peer century.
In contraast to the steaady but mod
dest rise in seea level, reveealed in longg-term measuurements, thhe
United Nations
N
Interg
governmentaal Panel on Climate
C
Chaange (IPCC) speculates tthat sea level will
almost im
mmediately begin
b
rising significantly
y more than in the past aand present. NOAA recoords
contradicct such claim
ms. This patteern of steady
y but modestt sea level riise extends thhroughout thhe
world, th
hroughout tim
mes of increaasing atmosp
pheric carboon dioxide cooncentrationns, and
througho
out periods of accelerated
d warming and
a cooling.
The IPCC
C and globall warming acctivists havee a difficult ttime scientiffically suppoorting specullation
about acccelerating seea level rise, as warming temperaturees have yet tto push sea level rise beyyond
one foot per century. Current seaa level trendss are not signnificantly different from
m what they w
were
seven to nine decades ago, when atmosphericc CO2 levelss were 310 pparts per milllion by volum
me
(ppmv) or
o less.[1] Dirre prediction
ns made decaades ago of ddramaticallyy acceleratingg polar ice looss,
and an icce-free Arcticc Ocean hav
ve not come to
t pass.[2] A
As Dr. Stevenn E. Koonin,, former
Underseccretary for Science for th
he Obama ad
dministrationn, noted in 22014, “Even though the
human in
nfluence on climate
c
was much smaller in the passt, the modells do not acccount for the fact
that the rate
r of global sea-level riise 70 years ago was as llarge as whaat we observve today.”[3]
Foortunately, w
we don’t needd to wonder who
is right and whho is wrong in the debatte
ovver future seaa-level rise. We can test the
rissing-seas hyppothesis with real data
coollected from
m 10 coastal cities with loong
annd reliable seea level recoords. Those ccities
aree Ceuta, Spaain; Honolullu, Hawaii;
Atlantic City,
C
New Jeersey; Sitka,, Alaska; Porrt Isabel, Texxas; St. Peteersburg, Florrida; Fernanddina
Beach, Florida; Mum
mbai/Bombay
y, India; Syd
dney, Austraalia; and Slippshavn, Denm
mark.
The cities appear on the map on the
t followin
ng page, and data for eacch city are prresented in teen
graphs beelow. The grraphs includ
de the follow
wing elementss:

▪ CO2 conceentrations meeasured in thhe atmospherre over the ppast century,, signified byy the
grreen lines in
n the graphs. (This line iss the same inn all the grapphs.)

▪ Monthly mean
m
sea-leveel data for eaach city, signnified by thee blue lines, and
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▪ The “linearr fit,” signifified by the reed line, repreesenting the best estimatte of past andd
fu
uture average sea levels. We also incclude the 95%
% Predictionn Intervals.
f these datta are reporteed in Append
dix 1, along with the forrmulas for caalculating thhe
Sources for
linear fit.. Based on th
hese data and
d formulas, we
w have rec ords of sea llevel dating back more tthan a
century for
f some cities, and we can
c project th
he sea level rise over thee next centurry for these
locationss.

h
kipedia.org//wiki/World_
_map, modiffied.
Source: https://en.wik

Example 1: Ceutta, Spain - Mediterrranean Seaa
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The Ceuta, Spain data show about as flat a trend as we can observe. Most notably, the data show
no correlation between CO2 concentration and sea-level rise. If the current trend continues for the
next century, sea level in Ceuta will rise only three inches. This is in sharp contrast to the 10-foot
global rise in sea levels recently projected by former NASA scientist James Hansen.[5]

Example 2: Honolulu, Hawaii - Pacific Ocean

Hawaii, like some other regions, can see significant year-to-year fluctuations in sea level because
of global oceanic currents or local plate tectonic movements. However, Honolulu has seen an
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average sea-level rise of only 5.6 inches since 1900. The sea level around Honolulu is projected
to rise a mere 5.6 inches in the next 100 years, once again with no correlation to CO2 levels.

Example 3: Atlantic City, New Jersey - Atlantic Ocean

Atlantic City represents one of the more significant upward trends. The average sea level there
has risen about 16 inches in the past 100 years. Notice, however, the spike at 1998, when the El
Niño event took place in the Pacific Ocean, and then the subsequent drop in sea level that
persisted for the next five years. Obviously, factors other than CO2 levels were responsible for
both the spike and the drop.

Example 4: Sitka, Alaska - Northern Pacific Ocean
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The sea level trend in Sitka, Alaska has been downward, not upward. If the rate of change
continues, sea level will fall nine inches over the next 100 years. Note Sitka is only about 100
miles from Glacier Bay and 200 miles from the Hubbard Glacier on Disenchantment Bay. If
melting glaciers were causing sea levels to rise, one might expect to see it in Alaska.

Example 5: Port Isabel, Texas - Western Gulf of Mexico

Port Isabel, Texas shows an upwardly inclined sea level trend, although the record reaches only
as far back as 1944. If the current trend continues, sea level will rise 15.4 inches over the next
100 years.
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Example 6: St. Petersburg, Florida - Eastern G
Gulf of M
Mexico

At St. Peetersburg, on
n the other side of the Gu
ulf of Mexicoo from Port Isabel, Texaas, sea level is
also risin
ng but more slowly.
s
Once again, the record is shoorter than otther sites, daating back onnly to
1947. Heere, the projeected sea-lev
vel rise is onlly 10.7 inchees over the nnext 100 yeaars.

Example 7: Fern
nandina Beeach, Florida – Atlaantic Oceaan
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On the op
pposite side of Florida from
fr
St. Peteersburg, the F
Fernandina B
Beach sea leevel rise is
projected
d at only 8.3 inches over the next 100
0 years. Miaami Beach offficials havee been
formulatiing policies to combat a rising ocean
n, even thouggh the data ffor that area are spotty aand
incompleete. The real problem miight well be land subsideence, which is unrelated to CO2
concentraations. Miam
mi officials would
w
do bettter to considder the possiible impact oof heavy
infrastruccture concen
ntrated along
g the coastlin
ne, built uponn former sw
wampland.[6]

Example 8: Mum
mbai/Bomb
bay, India
a - Indian O
Ocean
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Reliable sea level records at Mumbai/Bombay, India, stretch back to the 1870s. The slight
upward trend in Mumbai/Bombay means if current trends continue, sea level there will rise a
mere 3.12 inches in the next 100 years. If melting Himalayan glaciers were causing sea level to
rise, one might expect to see that reflected in the tidal gauges of Mumbai/Bombay.[7]

Example 9: Sydney, Australia - Pacific Ocean

Australia has taken drastic measures to mitigate perceived CO2 issues, and the people of that
country have suffered significant electricity blackouts in the past year. The shift from reliable
coal-fired power plants to unreliable renewable energy has raised electricity rates in Australia to
among the highest in the world.[8] Estimated sea-level rise over the next 100 years: 2.76 inches.

Example 10: Slipshavn, Denmark - North Sea
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Slipshavn is unique in that it is situated in what is believed to be one of the most geologically/
tectonically inert regions on Earth. Unlike regions such as Alaska, where many land areas are
rising, or the Gulf of Mexico, where some areas are subsiding, Slipshavn is tectonically very
stable. If sea-level trends over the past 100 years remain constant, and on the basis of the data
above, there is no reason to expect anything different in the near future. Sea level at Slipshavn
should rise by a mere 3.6 inches over the next 100 years.

Analysis
The data and projected trends for these ten well-documented and widely distributed coastal cities
point to three conclusions:
1. There has been no dramatic sea level rise in the past century, and projections show no
dramatic rise is likely to occur in the coming century.
2. There is no evidence to indicate the rate of sea level rise or fall in any of the areas of this
study will be substantially different than has been the case over the past many decades.
3. There is no correlation between CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere and sea level rise.
The steady but modest rise in sea level predated coal power plants and SUVs, and has
continued at its same pace even as atmospheric CO2 concentrations rose from 280 parts
per million to 400 parts per million.[9]

It is wise to address the direct consequences of steady but modest sea level rise, including its
impact in the context of extreme weather events such as Hurricane Sandy. Army Corps plans to
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prepare New York for such events are certainly justified. These realities, however, do not
support catastrophic predictions of rapid and unprecedented sea level rise.
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Appendix
The CO2 concentration data in this survey come from three sources:

▪ 1958–present data are from measurements at the Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii, at
3,400 meters altitude in the Northern subtropics.[10]

▪ 1850–1958 data are from ice core data.[11]
▪ 1800–1850 CO2 data are from a different ice core data set.[12]
Sea-level measurements for the ten coastal city graphs represent monthly data points compiled
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the Permanent Service
for Mean Sea Level (PSMSL), based in Britain. The database from which the graphs are drawn
consists of data from 375 long-record tide-gauges around the globe, selected by NOAA for trend
analysis.[13]
Sea levels vary widely across the globe. Values for the initial levels in the eight-city graphs refer
to Mean Sea Level (MSL) data, established by the NOAA Center for Operational Oceanographic
Products and Services (NOAA-CO-OPS).
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As an example, the following equations provide the basis for the linear trends appearing on the
Sydney, Australia sea-level graphics:
Linear:
y = M·x + B
y = 0.0711·x mm + 6976.570mm
Quadratic:
y = A·x² + M·x + B
y =0.000806·x² mm + 0.0711·xmm + 6965.302mm
Where:
Date range = 1886/12 to 2015/12
x = (date - 1951.37) (i.e., 1951/5)
slope = M = 0.0711 ±0.0100 mm/yr
acceleration = 2·A = 2×0.000806 = 0.001612 ±0.000587 mm/yr²
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